

Unknown location [studio 76?], New York City, Late December 1965/January 1966
With dubbed on “live” background

An unusual choice for a group without a piano player.
Vocal: Jimmy James 
Harmony vocal: Curtis Knight? 
Lead guitar: Jimmy James 
Bass: unknown 
Drums: unknown 

Jimmy: Right now we’re gonna do a little thing by Ray Charles called What’d I Say. Goes  
              something like this here…

WHAT’D I SAY  (Pt 1) & (Pt 2) (Ray Charles)


(?: E flat, E flat!)

Hey mama don’t go treatin’ me wrong
Comin’ off all night long, hey-e-ey 
Tell me what’d I say
Tell me what’d I say
Tell me what’d I say

Tell your ma, tell your pa 
I’m gonna send you back to Arkansas
Hey-ey
If you don’t do right
If you don’t do right now
If you don’t do ri-ight

Everybody with a whisky glass
Get up an’-uh shake your ass

Hey-hey-hey
What’d I say
Tell me what’d I say

Oh, when you see me in a misery
Come on, baby, see about me
Hey-hey
If you don’t do right
If you don’t do right now
If you don’t do right

Tell your mammy, tell your pappy
I’m gonna whip you till your hair gets ‘nappy’* hah!-ha-ha-ha
If you don’t do right
If you don’t do right
Oh-aaaah! 
Tell me what’d I say

What’d I say,                    (Tell me what’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say         (Tell me what’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say         (Tell me what’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say-ay    (Tell me what’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say-now (Tell me what’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say         (Tell me what’d I say)

uh-Well-uh I wanna kno-ow (Baby, I wanna know)
Oh I wanna kno-ow              (I wanna know)
Oh-aaaaah! yeah                
(I wanna kno-ow)
(I wanna kno-ow)
Oh I wanna know                 (I wanna kno-ow)
Tell her I wanna know          (I wanna kno-ow)

Yea-ah, shake that thing-uh 
(Shake that thing)
Shake that thing-uh              
(Shake that thing)
Hey, shake that thing           
(Shake that thing)
Baby, Shake that thing                  
(Shake that thing)
Baby shake that thing now   
(Shake that thing) 
Woo-ah shake that thing

Do you know what?
You know we look so good 
(uh-look so good)
You look so good
(Baby you look so good)
You look so good
(You look so good)
uh-Like a soul sister should
(Like a soul sister should)
Baby, you look so good 
(You look so good)
Woah! Oh so good
Hey, baby, listen now

Hey-e-ey-ey (Hey-ey-e-ey)
Hoe (Hoe)
Hey (Hey)
Ho   (Ho)
Hey, hey
Waaaow! what’d I say

What’d I say
What’d I say                      (Tell me what’d I say)
What’d I say                      (Tell me what’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say now  (Tell me what’d I say)
Tell me what’d I sa-ay      (Tell me what’d I say)
One more time
Hey-e-ey-ey                     (Hey-ey-e-ey)
Ho-ho-ho                          (Ho-ho-ho)
Hey-hey-hey                    (Ho…ho)
Hey-hey-hey                    (Hoe)                           
Ow!

I’d say                             (I’d say)

Tell me what’d I say       (What’d I say)
What’d I say                   (What’d I say)
What’d I say                   (What’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say       (What’d I say)
Do belong South
Hey-e-ey-ey                    (Hey-ey-e-ey)
Ho-ho-ho-ho                   (Ho-ho-ho-ho)
Oo-ah                             (Ooh)
Ah-ah                              (Ooh, ooh)
Ah! Ow!

Tell me what’d I say 
Oh, what’d I say             (Tell me what’d I say)
Waa-aa-aa-I-ay!             (What’d I say)
What’d I say                   (What’d I say)
Tell me what’d I say        (What’d I say)
What’d I say                    (What’d I say)
Yeah, well now
You look so good           (Look so good)
Well now
You look so goo-ood      (Look so good)
Hey
You look so good           (Look so good)
Baby, look so good        (Look so good)
Baby, look so goo-ood   (Look so good)
Ah, Lord have mercy      (Aah-aah)

* ‘Nappy’ hair – usually taken as being a racist, denigrating description, this is an analogy between some 
  sub-Saharan Africans hair and the short fuzzy ends of fibers on the surface of cloth called ‘naps’. In this    
  case it is used to mean messed up.


